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AAI Philippines Health Recovery Program 

Weekly Update 07: 23 February 2014 

Concepcion, Iloilo, Philippines 

Health and Birthing Clinic Restoration 

The reconstruction project at Bagongon is well underway after a new roofing frame was built last week. 

The termite-ridden timber was not sufficient to sustain 300km winds to meet DRR principles; 

subsequently new termite resistant timber was sourced and fitted. Window installers from the township of 

Sara measured up frames for safer, tinted and laminated sliding windows; to replace the existing 

damaged ‘louver-style’ windows.  During Yolanda, sheer glass was blown into every corner of the BHS.  

The inside of the clinic was given a fresh coat of paint; the water tank is now partially installed, with 

stainless steel dynabolts as fixings to the steel reinforced cement pads. 

     

 

Figure 1: Macatunao Health and Birthing Clinic 
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 The 

reconstruction 

project at 

Bagongon also 

officially 

commenced this 

week.  

Unfortunately, 

once the existing 

damaged roof 

sheeting was 

removed, the 

same problem was 

encountered with 

termite-infested 

wood. A new 

frame needs to be 

fitted, and lumber 

has been sourced 

in line with Filipino 

Department of 

Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) codes of conduct for collection of timber.  Roof 

reconstruction has been put on hold until the lumber arrives on Thursday 27th Feb adding pressure to 

building timelines. 

 

Medical supplies have been ordered for both 

clinics. Midwife kits for birthing supplies and 

equipment are expected for shipping by 

Direct Relief, with dates to be confirmed.  A 

small amount of supplementary equipment 

supplies have been sourced locally in Iloilo, 

with transport arranged for 24 Feb to 

Concepcion.  Examination stools, IV stands, 

a nebulizer and consumables for pediatrics 

and adult compatible with the purchased but 

yet to be installed 100W and 100AH solar 

system to provide >90 minutes of power.  

 

Figure 2: Bagongon Health and Birthing Clinic, termite damaged timbers above. 
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A contingency plan is being developed for post program supply of midwife kits and equipment facilitated 

by local staff and MHO Dr Helen Minguez. 

Priorities: this week: 

 Windows installed Macatunao, roofing sheets, water tank completion and plumbing 

 Bagongon BHS – upon arrival of lumber, reframing into the weekend.  Also masonry drilling for water 

tank stand fixing, establishment of safe water supply.  Order fascia board, eave board – cement 

sheeting for tolerance and durability in salt/windy/damp environment. 

CIMCI capacity building program 

The final round of CIMCI training for Barangay Health Workers has been completed.  The training model, 

in conjunction with the Department of Health, was very successful and well received by all involved. The 

feedback on the training was excellent, with 100% of participants strongly agreeing they’d recommend 

the training to fellow BHW’s. 

Not only was the training well received, but participants showed a remarkable difference in test scores 

both pre and post training, with many BHW’s receiving 100% on their final exam.  

The total BHW’s who received CIMCI training from AAI was 50. There is scope to continue CIMCI training 

in the province for the next few months, if there are any interested parties.  

 

    Figure 3: 25 BHW’s complete CIMCI training in Concepcion 
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Primary healthcare support program 

Due to a change on program focus, the reconstruction and CIMCI capacity building objectives have taken 

precedence over primary healthcare support over the past week. 

Contact: 

Gavin Humphries, Program Manager 

+63 906-322-6863 / ghumphries@aai.org.au 

Rachel Browne, Program Officer 

+63 906-254-6941 / rbrowne@aai.org.au 

mailto:ghumphries@aai.org.au

